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BODYSHOP Spray Gun Cleaners

RDC11/RDC12 Boxer 
Compact Cleaner
FOR SOLVENT BASED PAINTS

The Boxer Compact once again sets the standard for spray gun cleaning, the 
unit has a small foot print of just 66 x 44 cm making this unit ideal for space 
constrained mixing rooms. Two versions are available either automatic or 
semi-automatic. The units incorporate the innovative Autobox allowing 
gravity spray guns to be installed for cleaning quickly and easily (suction and 
pressure guns require an adaptor kit supplied separately). Both units use 
the unique Drester pump, which operates using a high volume low  
pressure wash ensuring a complete clean every time, the pump  
has been designed specifically for spray gun cleaning machines  
and is the key to our reliability, the pump has a life time warranty.

RDC12
The Automatic unit is equipped with two of our membrane 
pumps providing automatic recirculating and clean rinse 
cycles, each pump has its own fluid loop, this reduces 
substantially the amount of solvent used. 

■  Fully automatic recirculating and clean solvent

FEATURES:

■   Fully enclosed  ■  Spray-out facility
■   Manual clean rinse   ■  Air gun to dry the spray gun
■  Fume extraction  ■  Lifetime pump warranty   
■  Ex II 2 G EEx c IIA T6  ■  Air purge line  
■    Sagola, Devilbis, Iwata and SATA approved

RDC11
The Semi-automatic unit cleans with pump fed 
recirculating solvent for 2 minutes; the gun can then 
be rinsed manually using clean solvent, this ensures 
that guns are cleaned internally and externally.

■   Semi-automatic washing station, using re-circulat-
ing solvent

TECHNICAL DATA

Compressed air needed: 7–12 bar (110-180 psi), 250 l/min (9 cfm)
Extraction capacity: 140 m3/hour (82 cfm) (with a 15m extension)
   180 m3/hour (106 cfm) (with a 5m extension)

Overall dimensions: Height: 1330mm (52.5") 
   Width: 660mm (26")
   Depth at working height: 380mm (15")
   Depth at the floor: 440mm (17.5")
Working height:  1050mm
Extractor diameter: 80mm (3 1/16")
Weight:  30 kg (66 lbs)

Lifetime PUMP WARRANTY

For up to date information and prices 
please visit - www.redashe.com
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